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ABSTRACT
Accurate characterization of entry capsule heat shield material properties is a critical component in modeling and simulating Thermal Protection System (TPS) response in a prescribed aerothermal environment. The thermal decomposition of the TPS material during the pyrolysis and charring processes is typically poorly characterized and results in large uncertainties in material properties as inputs for ablation models. These material property uncertainties contribute to large design margins on flight systems and cloud re-construction efforts for data collected during flight and ground testing, making revision to existing models for entry systems more challenging. This work focuses on the following areas of interest to the ablation modeling community: a proper characterization of input probability density functions for material properties, an uncertainty propagation to identify how the uncertainties affect quantities of interest, a sensitivity and uncertainty contributor breakdown, and an analysis of how errors in input characterization contribute to errors in output distributions.

1. INTRODUCTION
For the past half-century there has existed a need to accurately predict in-depth temperatures and surface recession levels for ablative TPS materials to perform design and analysis of entry systems. These predictions are subject to various errors and uncertainties that can be classified into the following categories:

1. Aleatory - Uncertainties due to natural variations in the TPS material properties or aerothermal environmental conditions.

2. Epistemic - Errors arising from improper input characterization and/or an inability to properly capture the physics of the problem with the ablation model governing equations or numerical methods.

Aleatory and epistemic uncertainties corrupt the accuracy of the predicted outputs and can lead to erroneous conclusions. Expert judgement, experience and good engineering practice mitigate the potential consequences of these uncertainties, but this approach falls short when the system design, aerothermal environment and entry trajectory deviates from established practice.

Over the past decade, numerous analyses have been performed using a probabilistic interpretation of aleatory uncertainty. Monte Carlo methodologies have been applied to uncertain parameters in ablation[9, 6, 17] and aerothermal[2, 3] models, to determine the effect on imposed heating, subsurface temperatures, surface recession levels and other quantities of interest. These approaches have given rise to new methods for assessing TPS margin[8] and have been the basis for new design and risk assessment methodologies. However, as is the case in deterministic simulations, the outputs from stochastic analyses depend strongly on the characterization of the input distribution(s). In the ablation modeling community, little work has been performed to collect and analyze the available material property data to arrive at appropriate input distributions that capture the correct trends and relationships between material properties. In the works cited, all Monte Carlo analyses are performed...
assuming independent gaussian random variables as inputs with distribution parameters \((\mu \text{ and } \sigma)\) determined by expert opinion. This particular prescription of input functional type can lead to improper and non-physical inputs to the ablation models. Furthermore, there has been little quantitative analysis to determine how the assumed input PDF shapes affect the shape of the output PDF and any corresponding conclusions on reliability and margin.

This work addresses some of the highlighted shortcomings in the existing body of work for uncertainty quantification efforts for ablation simulations. Primary goals are outlined below:

1. **Construct a revised set of input material property PDFs for modern TPS materials.** Known dependencies exist between material properties (density, thermal conductivity, specific heat, etc.) and should be appropriately treated in non-deterministic analyses. A prescription of the functional type of the input PDF is to be avoided and instead will be based on a Kriging fit to available experimental data. Results from NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) TPS design and MSL Entry, Descent and Landing Instrumentation (MEDLI) material property testing efforts form the database for the analysis.

2. **Propagate input uncertainties to output quantities of interest, perform model sensitivity analysis and rank the primary uncertainty contributors.** The propagation analysis determines the effect of the revised input set on typical quantities of interest, including in-depth temperature, bond line temperature, and recession depth. The model sensitivity study is performed using standard finite-difference methods while uncertainty contributors are determined by calculating correlation coefficients and Sobol indices.

3. **Characterize the errors output PDFs as functions of the quality of the input distributions.** A quantitative assessment of the affect of additional material property data on output error reduction is performed. A specified number of samples taken from the input PDFs generated in (1) (assumed to be “truth” distributions) are used to create approximate input distributions to be used in a Monte Carlo ablation analysis. Output PDFs from the approximate models are compared to “true” output PDFs on the basis of Kullback-Liebler divergence. This framework establishes a mapping between the number of samples used to generate the approximate inputs and the error in the predicted outputs.

The ablation analysis is performed using the Fully Implicit Ablation and Thermal Response Program (FIAT)[5] developed and used by NASA to perform analysis and design for flight systems.

**2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

The ablation simulations in this abstract are calculated in aerothermal environments anticipated for the Mars Science Laboratory during the entry phase of its mission, scheduled for the summer of 2012. The sensitivity study was performed at two locations on the heat shield corresponding to embedded instrumentation, called MEDLI Integrated Sensor Plugs (MISPs). Each plug has four in-depth thermocouples (TCs) that will track the evolution of temperature through the TPS during entry.

The finite-difference sensitivity analysis for MISP locations 3 & 4 at each thermocouple locations are shown in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2) respectively. The stacked-area plots show the relative sensitivity of the TC temperature to the 11 material property inputs to FIAT. For a given vertical slice along the x-axis, the fraction of color belonging to parameters indicate how significant those parameters are at that time step. For an example, see Fig. (1a). The sensitivity of TC1 temperature at MISP 3 to char density is zero until the onset of char formation 33 seconds past entry interface where it then contributes significantly to the sensitivity of the TC reading. Note the time axis on Fig. (1a) differs from the other subfigures due to the burnout of the thermocouple as the TPS material recedes beyond its in-depth location in the plug.

In anticipation of true TPS material property data, preliminary uncertainty propagation has been performed using fictitious input distributions. This propagation has been performed with independent gaussian and uniform random variables as a placeholder for more accurate input distributions that will be characterized for the final work. Propagation analyses of 2000 FIAT runs for each distribution type each are shown in Fig. (3) at MISP 3. TC mean values for each time step are shown in solid lines and a band of two standard deviations is enclosed in the dotted lines.
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